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Abstract

Genome databases have specific requirements which limit the usefulness of some da-
tabase management systems. By using more appropriate database technology, a data-
base system can be developed for genome data. We have developed a data
representation based on graph theory which captures the highly interconnected structure
of genome data. Graphs are a language which can be tailored for describing genomic in-
formation, and we develop a data model based on graphs which serves as the founda-
tion of a graph database management system.

IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology special issue on Managing Data for
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1.  Introduction

Genome project data is being generated at a rapidly increasing rate as the project transitions
from technology development to data production. Techniques such as polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) have simplified the creation of genome maps from a nearly impossible task to one that can
be made semi-automatic. Unfortunately, as biologists have discovered new ways to explore the
genes which make us who we are, genome informatics is struggling to keep up with biology and
information management technology.

Laboratory researchers are producing data which must be accessible to them. In the past, labo-
ratory notebooks worked well for private data, and simple databases worked to store public data in
a standard format which was reasonably useful. But now laboratory notebooks are too awkward to
store the quantities of data being generated and simple databases do not allow the flexibility need-
ed for the rapidly progressing laboratory processes.

A database management system must be developed which can propel genome research forward,
rather than holding it back. As more genomic data is generated, data analysis will become more
essential, and we must be ready to support the analysis with appropriate database management
tools.

Our approach to providing database support is to examine the requirements of genome databas-
es, tailor a data representation language to those requirements, develop a data model to organize
that data within a database, and build a database management system to support the data model.

2.  Genome Databases

Genome databases are difficult to build using current technology. Although database systems
are sufficient to capture the quantity of data being generated, they are inadequate for the rapidly
changing types of data, its complexity, and imprecise definition. Other areas of computer science
have developed means of dealing with these inadequacies, but no single previously developed
system incorporates the needed functionality. We have developed a database management system
which includes this functionality.

2.1  Requirements

Genomics is the discipline of constructing and interpreting genomic maps -- maps which con-
tain all the genetic material of an organism. Genomic data is typified by:

1.  large, rapidly growing quantities,
2. rapidly changing types,
3. complex, interconnected structures, and
4. imprecise definitions.
Genomics requires database systems to capture genome data. The quantity of data has over-

whelmed what can be stored in traditional laboratory notebooks, and the amount of data being
generated is growing at an exponential rate. New, automated laboratory techniques are likely to
continue increasing the rate of data generation. Database systems are currently capable of storing
the data being generated by genome projects and will continue to be pushed by other technologies,
such as multi-media systems and astronomy satellites, which generate much larger quantities of
data than biology. However, current database systems are not completely adequate.
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Genomics is changing rapidly. Because genetics research is advancing at a rapid rate, it is im-
portant that genomic data be represented in a flexible framework which can be easily extended.
The type of data being generated in laboratories changes frequently. Many labs use techniques,
such as polymerase chain reaction, which were discovered only a few years ago, and techniques
which were a great advance in science a decade ago, such as using restriction fragment length
polymorphisms to generate maps, are now obsolete. Databases have never been developed to cap-
ture data from such a rapidly changing science, and techniques to speed up the development of da-
tabases are still immature. An additional problem is that the changing concepts are not simple.

Genome data is highly-interconnected and has a complex structure which is difficult to capture
in any current database system. Genetic information consists of large numbers of highly intercon-
nected constructs: genes, regulatory mechanisms, introns, exons, alternative splicings, binding
sites, tissue-specific expression, polymorphisms, homologous regions, etc. Each construct is not
primitive, but is defined by its relationships with other constructs, for example a gene is not a pri-
ori a gene, but is a region of DNA with some sequence which is translated into some protein and
expressed in some cell. The intrinsic connectivity of genome data must be captured in a database.

Genomic concepts are not logically and precisely defined. Unfortunately, most data representa-
tions assume the existence of precise, logical definitions which causes difficulties in using them
for biological databases. In some domains, a set of undefined primitives may be defined upon
which all other definitions are built. In an experimental science, such as biology, the concepts are
defined over time and the process of describing the concepts, such as genes, promoters, and regu-
latory mechanisms, embody much of the science. Biologists are comfortable with this uncertainty,
but computers (and computer scientists) are not.

2.2  Available Technologies

Other areas of computer science have addressed some of the requirements for genome databas-
es. Database systems provide support for large amounts of data; software engineering addresses
the need to build systems which frequently change; artificial intelligence has contributed languag-
es to represent complex, highly-connected data; and computational linguistics has developed
ways of capturing the imprecise definitions of nature in a computational language.

The rapid development of extensible software is one approach to developing systems which
frequently change, and software engineering techniques have been developed to support it. Three
relevant software engineering techniques are rapid prototyping, domain analysis, and object-ori-
ented design. Rapid prototyping is a mechanism for delivering functional, but incomplete, sys-
tems to users to obtain feedback before completing development [1]. In some domains, rapid
prototyping may not speed up total development time, but genetics is changing so rapidly that
prototypes must be delivered because traditional programming techniques may produce systems
which are obsolete before they are completed. Domain analysis documents concepts in the do-
main in a way they can be used to develop multiple software systems [2]. Originally, domain anal-
ysis was developed to reduce duplicated effort in large software projects, but it is useful in
genetics because the rapid turnover of systems require that as much as possible of previous system
design be reused. Object-oriented design complements domain analysis by striving for modularity
and isolation of the actual implementation [3]. Objects can be reused directly in the next imple-
mented system.

Knowledge representation formalisms from artificial intelligence can describe complex, highly-
interconnected concepts. One useful representation for genome data is semantic networks. Se-
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mantic networks capture the meaning of concepts by describing how they are related to other con-
cepts. Semantic networks represent concepts and relationships as a graph with labeled nodes and
arcs. Each concept is defined by its relationship to other concepts. Semantic network formalisms
are used in two genome database projects, LabBase [4] and ACeDB [5].

Computational linguistics provides formal languages to describe vague, ambiguous, and con-
flicting concepts. Semantic networks are not sufficient to represent concepts which are not pre-
cisely and logically defined. One of the most difficult representation problem which has been
tackled by computer science is to capture the semantics of natural language. Computational lin-
guists have extended formalisms such as semantic networks to capture the impreciseness of natu-
ral language. Luckily, some of these formalisms are also useful for capturing genome data.

2.3  Our Solution

No previous system incorporates the functionality specified in the four requirements. Some sys-
tems do incorporate two of the four, such as graph databases, programming languages developed
for computational linguists, neural networks, and extensible databases. If an existing system had
incorporated three of the four, a possible alternative would be to extend that system. However, no
existing system provided enough of a foundation upon which to build, so we developed from
scratch an extensible, graph database management system based on computational linguistic for-
malisms.

Incorporating the available technologies into one database system is simplified by treating
graphs as the basic representation. Graphs capture the intrinsic connectivity of genome relation-
ships, and they are a comfortable communication medium for biologists and computer scientists.
We have developed a genome graph language, called GGL, which represents genome data as a
graph. A graph in GGL is a collection of vertices and edges where vertices represent the concepts
and relationships of genetics, and edges describe the connections between them. A graph which
shows many of the concepts and relationships of genetics discussed in the issue is given in Fig. 1.
The graph shows general concepts, such as genome and species, as well as more specific ones,
such as protein product and mRNA. Different databases represent parts of the graph at different
levels of detail. For example, some databases represent sequence as a string of the four characters
A, G, C, and T, while GSDB [6] contains much more information.

Graph database systems have been developed (as discussed in section 4.2), and they can be
made extensible by adding mechanisms to change the graphs that store data. We have developed a
graph database management system based on our graph language GGL which facilitates the stor-
age of genome data in a database. Graphs are a foundation of semantic networks which have been
useful in previous genome database projects. More recent work in computational linguistics has
updated semantic network formalisms [7,8], and these can be used to capture the impreciseness of
genomic definitions.

3.  Graph Representation

In developing any complex, data-intensive system, the most crucial technical decision to make
is the choice of data representation. In developing a graph database management system to sup-
port genome databases, the most appropriate data representation is a graph. However, there are
many kinds of graphs and many graph languages available from computer science. Genomic data
must be examined more closely to distinguish the kinds of graphs required to capture the structure
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Figure 1: A graph showing many concepts and relationships in genetics.
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of the data, and then a graph language should be chosen which can represent the data without un-
necessary complexity.

The four characteristics of genome data listed in Section 2.1 are addressed by describing the
representation of the data as a graph language (this section) and then developing a data model
based on that language (Section 4). Our graph representation language addresses the last three
characteristics -- rapidly changing types, interconnected structure and imprecise definition of ge-
nome data -- and our data model addresses the first characteristic by describing how large, rapidly
growing quantities of data may be stored in a database.

3.1  Requirements

A representation language designed to capture genome data should:
1. emphasize concepts and relationships equally,
2. describe complex, regular structures,
3. support cyclic graphs, and
4. be based on binary relationships.
A representation language which emphasizes concepts and relationships equally simplifies

changing the type of data in the database. Most concepts in genetics are defined in terms of their
relationships to other concepts. A representation language which does not create an arbitrary dis-
tinction between concepts and relationships allows a concept to grow from a simple, undefined
concept to one defined by multiple complex relationships.

Genetic relationships are determined by experimental evidence. In molecular biology, most of
the science is based on indirect observations, and the results of these experiments are relationships
between the reagents used in the experiment and the result found, i.e., hybridization results, order
information or function. There are few primitive concepts in genetics, other than the biochemistry,
so most of the results are relationships between relationships between relationships, etc. The rela-
tionships form a graph-like structure.

A representation language which describes complex, regular structures and supports cyclic
graphs captures the complex, interconnected structure of genome data. Genomic data has a com-
plex structure which can often be decomposed into regular substructures. In computer science,
data structures such as trees are built from simple node and leaves. In molecular biology, the
three-dimensional structure of a chromosome contains coils of coils. Although these substructures
may be described as graphs, more efficient mechanisms may take advantage of the regularities.
Genomics contains several different kinds of graphs which occur frequently, such as trees and cy-
clic graphs. These graphs may be classified by their structure.

Two useful ways to subdivide graphs are whether they contain cycles, and whether they are
rooted. This classification generates four types of graphs: cyclic graphs, directed acyclic graphs,
rational trees, and trees. The graph-theoretic definition of a graph is a collection of vertices and
edges, where each edge connects two vertices in the graph.

cyclic graph is a graph where some vertex would be repeated if edges were followed in a
path from first node to second node.
directed acyclic graph is a graph which is not cyclic.
rational tree is a graph with one vertex from which all other vertices may be reached.
tree is a rational tree which is not cyclic.
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When data with a cyclic graph structure is coerced into an inappropriate structure, much infor-
mation is lost. One of the limitations of current database technology in developing genome data-
bases is the inability to model the cyclic graph structure of genome data. Coercing cyclic graphs
into a linear or tree-like structure will cause some information to be lost and make development of
systems on top of that representation more difficult. To store data in existing databases, the graph
structure of data must be removed. The removal of structure biases the data and the incomplete-
ness of information can make some tasks difficult to perform. It also becomes difficult to later iso-
late the structure from the behavior of the application when the changing science necessitates a
change in the structure. A useful genome database must be able to represent the complex struc-
ture. Representing genome data as a graph helps alleviate the loss of structural information in ge-
nome databases.

Graphs are pervasive within genomics. Cyclic graphs occur in gene regulation [9], metabolic
pathways [10,11,12], chemical structure, map order with uncertainty [13], and homology relation-
ships between species. Representing genomics requires more cyclic graphs than most other areas
in which databases are used, and this limits the usefulness of previous systems. Most computa-
tional systems are not designed to handle cyclic data structures (recursive definitions) well. Other
types of graphs are also common within genomics and can be incorporated within graph-based
systems. Trees are useful in representing phylogenetic relations [14] and the organization of DNA
coils. Robbins [15] proposes a database be described as a collection of truncated rational trees,
and ACeDB schemas are represented using linked trees which form directed acyclic graphs.

A representation language based on binary relationships supports the imprecise definition of
genomic data. Because most of the aspects of each genome relationship are independent of each
other, it is useful to decompose (fully normalize) the relationships into binary relations, i.e., those
with an arity of two, which describe one aspect of a concept. Binary relations can be combined
with other binary relations to describe concepts which may not have been considered when the da-
tabase was originally developed. For example, an oligonucleotide may have originally been in-
tended to be a PCR primer, but now may be considered to be a STS or non-polymorphic marker
within the database.

3.2  Available Technologies

After recognizing the graph structure within genome data, there are many options from which
to choose a graph representation. Graphs are pervasive in computer science and are the basis of
several representation languages, including: semantic networks, ER diagrams, functional data
models, semantic data models, terminological description languages, attribute value formalisms,
finite-state automata, Petri nets, function nets, data flow diagrams, conceptual graphs, -types,
feature structures, and feature logics. An appropriate graph language must be found to capture ge-
nome data. We incorporate several features of existing graph languages in our genome graph lan-
guage.

3.3  Our Solution

When examining the characteristics of each language, we discovered a small, concise set of
features which would meet the requirements. None of the existing graph languages could treat
concepts and relationships similarly, capture complex, regular graphs and cyclic graphs, and build
on binary relationships. Those languages which were close often added functionality which was

ψ
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not needed. Many existing graph languages seem almost identical until theoretical investigation
points out the differences, but it seemed important that the language used to describe genome data
fit the domain well. GGL is a graph representation language which is simpler than most existing
graph languages and is better for describing genomic data.

GGL has graph theory as its foundation and extends the mathematical definition of a graph to
make them more useful for representing genome data. Graphs are defined as in graph theory as a
collection of vertices and edges where:

• Vertices are the nodes of the graph. In GGL, vertices model the simple concepts and n-ary
relations of the genetics.

• Edges connect two vertices. There cannot be multiple edges between two vertices.
The basic definition of a graph must be extended by adding identifiers to make it more useful

for representing genome data.
• Labels on edges define the type of relationship between two vertices.
• Symbols are nodes in the graph which identify external objects.
The basic graph language describes a graph such as the one shown in Figure 2. Because sche-

mas describe graphs in the database, they label the nodes which are not symbols.
Edges are identified by adding labels to them, and symbols are a subclass of nodes which are

used to identify some of the nodes. However, GGL does not include labels on all the nodes. Some
of the nodes must be labeled, but not all of them need to be. Labels are needed for the name of a
person, location of a filter or test tube, and other external identifiers. Many nodes do not need ex-
ternal identifiers and requiring them makes development more difficult. Many early graph lan-
guages added labels to the nodes, but some later graph languages distinguish between nodes that
refer to external objects and those that are internal to the database. Symbols are defined as nodes
in the graph that have no outgoing arcs and which have an unique identifier. The identifier is a
string and is used to relate the data in the database to external objects.

Although GGL is a simple language, we have found it useful for representing a variety of ge-
nome objects. The next step is to modify GGL to store large amounts of data. This is accom-
plished by describing it as a data model.

4.  Graph Data Model

A representation language, such as GGL, is useful for describing the concepts of genetics, but is
not sufficient to describe how it would be used in a database. For example, we need to also de-
scribe how graphs are built, what operations can be performed on graphs, and any other con-
straints on what a graph in the database can look like. There are other ways to describe a

Figure 2: A Schema in the Genome Graph Language
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representation language, but describing it as a data model is the most common and useful mecha-
nism within the database area.

4.1  Requirements

A data model may be defined by specifying its data types, operators, and constraints. Data types
describe the basic building blocks of data. For example, that the data consists of numbers, strings,
and sets. The operators specify how data can be manipulated. For example, it is valid to add an el-
ement to a set or add two numbers together to get a third, but there is not usually an operator to de-
lete a digit from the middle of a number. Constraints define the restrictions on which instances of
the data types can legally occur in the database. For example, a possible constraint is that a “set”
can consist of either numbers or strings but not both.

Relational databases were the first to be specified in terms of a data model [16,17]. The data
type for the relational model is the relation. The eight operators are select, project, join, product,
union, difference, intersection and division. There are two database-independent integrity con-
straints: (1) No component of the primary key of a base relation is allowed to accept nulls; (2) The
database must not contain any unmatched foreign key values.

GGL already specifies part of the data model. The data types are vertices, edges, and symbols.
There is a constraint that symbols are not the source node of an edge.

4.2  Available Technologies

During the past few years, data models have been developed which take advantage of graph-
based representations to model complex structure. Other systems have been developed to better
isolate the user from implementation details, such as logic data models, which are defined using
mathematical logic and often use a subset of first-order predicate logic. Although graph-theoretic
data models may appear similar to network or semantic data models, they are more closely related
to logic data models [18,19].

Previous data models have incorporated many ideas which originated in artificial intelligence,
such as semantic networks, inheritance, and active databases. Other ideas have originated in artifi-
cial intelligence and been refined within programming languages before being incorporated in da-
tabases such as objects and logic programming. Graph data models are no exception and are based
on much of the same foundation within artificial intelligence. Graph data models also draw upon
the tremendous body of research in graph theory, which is one of the larger areas of research in
mathematics and computer science.

Graph data models define the graph representation for database systems. All graph data models
have as their foundation the mathematical definition of a graph as a collection of vertices and edg-
es. The data models are usually used to support an application, such as visual querying [20], end-
user interfaces [21], hypertext systems [22], or natural language processing [18]. Unlike the rela-
tional data model which has one incarnation, there are several extensions to the definition of
graphs which form foundations for different graph data models. For example, most graph data
models add labels to the nodes or edges or both. Other graph data models include GOOD [23],
G+/GraphLog [19,20], and Hyperlog [22].
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4.3  Our Solution

Our graph data model is based on feature structures [24], -types [25], conceptual graphs [26],
and terminological description logics [27] which are representation formalisms used in computa-
tional linguistics. The representations developed for capturing natural language are typically the
most expressive, and they are flexible enough to represent a variety of domains.

Our graph data model can be defined in a fashion similar to the relational model. A relation is
defined mathematically as a set of n-tuples. Graphs are defined in graph theory as a collection of
vertices and edges . The vertices in a graph refer to genomic objects or n-ary rela-
tions and the edges refer to binary relationships (links) between them. Relational databases are of-
ten accessed using the declarative language SQL. We have developed a declarative language
called WEB to access a graph database [18,28].

There are four data types in this graph data model: vertices, edges, labels, graphs. A graph is a
collection of vertices, edges and labels where:

• Vertices are nodes in the graph which model the simple concepts and n-ary relations of the
domain.

• Symbols are nodes in the graph which identify external objects.
• Edges connect two vertices. There cannot be multiple edges between two vertices with the

same label.
• Labels on the edges define the type of relation which holds between the two vertices.

Thus, an edge is a relation between two vertices and one label.
Operators are needed for defining data in a database, updating a database, and querying a data-

base. In a graph data model, these operators access and manipulate graphs. The basic model pre-
sented here requires only seven operators:

1. Create a new, empty graph.
2. Add a new vertex to a graph.
3. Add a new label with a specific name to a graph.
4. Add a new symbol to a graph with a given name.
5. Add a new edge with a given label, source node and destination node to a graph.
6. Retrieve a label from a graph given its name.
7. Retrieve an edge from a graph given some (or all) of its components -- label, source ver-

tex, edge vertex. Thus, edge retrieval is actually a family of  operators.
For simple applications these operators are sufficient. A more complete graph data model

would include more operators on graphs, such as those discussed in [28, 29].
There are two database-independent integrity constraints on this graph data model:
1. Labels in a graph are uniquely named.
2. Edges are composed of the labels and vertices of the graph in which the edge occurs, i.e.,

G=(V,E,L) where .
These constraints correspond roughly to the integrity constraints for the relational data model:

(1) No component of the primary key of a base relation is allowed to accept nulls; (2) The data-
base must not contain any unmatched foreign key values.
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5.  Graph Database Management Systems

Graphs simplify the design of relational and object-oriented databases for genomics. Instead of
forcing the biologist to use the language of database systems, graphs provide a language which a
biologist is more comfortable using to describe the science. Graphs are also familiar to computer
scientists and are precise enough that they can be translated into database structures without loss
of information.

5.1  Requirements

Database systems consist of a collection of data items (a database) described using a data model
and stored in a database management system. The software for database system consists of mini-
mally a database and a database management system (DBMS) and may also contain other soft-
ware, such as design tools, utilities, application environments, or report generators.

When a new data model is defined, a useful possibility to evaluate is the development of a new
DBMS which stores the data directly. The approach may lead to a specialized domain-specific
DBMS or a new, generally useful, type of DBMS. This strategy has been used repeatedly in data-
base research leading to the development of relational, object-oriented, semantic, logic and graph
database management systems.

5.2  Available Technologies

Two approaches to developing a new database system for a new data model are: (1) to develop
a process to translate each schema individually from the new data model to an existing one and (2)
to develop a frontend to an existing DBMS which accepts data described using the new model.
The first approach is frequently used to develop relational databases from an entity-relation dia-
gram [30]; within genome informatics it has been used to develop OP/M [31] which captures ob-
jects and protocols of biological experiments using a relational database. The second approach has
been used to develop semantic databases as frontends to relational databases; within genome in-
formatics LabBase [4] has been developed to model biological experiments with an object-orient-
ed DBMS backend, and Crystal [32] is an active DBMS which supports physical mapping using
an object-oriented DBMS.

The strategy we have chosen to apply a graph data model to genome research is to develop a
new frontend to an existing DBMS.

5.3  Our Solution

A graph database system must provide not only a good representation for describing genome
data but also data structures and operations for storing, manipulating, and retrieving genome data
from a database. There are three implementations of our graph database system which incorporate
the functionality described here. The first is implemented as 4,000 lines of Allegro Common Lisp
[18]. The second implementation is designed to provide a robust foundation for multiple large da-
tabases, including the recovery and security features of a commercial object-oriented DBMS. The
third implementation is a restricted version designed to be manageable for sites with limited re-
sources.
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A common method for describing the architecture of a database management system is in terms
of three layers: external, conceptual and internal [33, 34]. These layers are built to support and
provide necessary functionality for application development, data querying and manipulation, and
data storage, respectively. The external layer of a graph database management system provides in-
teractive views on the data stored in the database. Applications which interact with the database
use the interactive views to access data as necessary. The conceptual layer provides graph opera-
tions. In the conceptual layer, graphs have their own existence and are treated as entities which
can be manipulated and stored. The internal layer is the set of data structures which store and ac-
cess the data as graphs, vertices, edges, and edge labels. The architecture is diagrammed in Fig. 3.

The internal layer is a database management system for binary relationships, providing data
storage and retrieval capabilities to support the simple graph data model described in the previous
section. An application which directly accesses the internal layer has also been built. The database
management system corresponding to the internal layer stores and retrieves the vertices, edges,
and edge labels of a graph. These graphs correspond to collections binary relations in mathemati-
cal logic. Because it is functionally complete as a simple DBMS, we have named it a binary rela-
tion database management system (BRDBMS). BRDBMS was also built as a layered architecture
which separates the binary relationship operations from the physical storage mechanism. Modu-
larity was emphasized because we realized that the storage mechanism would change as develop-
ment progressed. Each module provided a set of functions which were relatively independent. The
physical layer handles storage and access to data in a persistent data store. The physical layer pro-
vides data structures to store and retrieve graphs, and their vertices, edges, and edge labels, but it
does not provide operations to access the data associated with those graph objects, such as the
name of an edge label. Those operations are provided in the binary relation layer. The binary rela-
tion layer also provides mechanisms for treating a graph as a database and querying against it.

The conceptual layer provides more extensive query capabilities. The internal layer provides
the ability to retrieve edges, and the conceptual layer augments that behavior by combining the
simple edge queries into query graphs of arbitrary complexity. An example query graph is given
in Fig. 4 which asks:

What genes on human chromosome 4p11 are expressed in the brain and have known
mouse homologs?

The query interface shown is part of the third implementation.
The external layer provides support for user views that allow full access to data (not just read-

only). Storing all the data in a single graph data structure is too unwieldy for large databases. We

Internal

External

Conceptual

Interactive Views

Graphs

Binary Relations

Physical

Figure 3: Graph DBMS Architecture
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have investigated in detail decomposing graphs using a variety of technologies, including abstract
data types, constructive type theory [18], and object-oriented programming techniques [35]. Each
of these has their own benefits, and a combination of these technologies provides interactive
views to the DBMS. The interactive user views provide the functionality of a third generation da-
tabase management system [36].

Our graph DBMS architecture has been implemented in three systems as mentioned above. The
Allegro Common Lisp implementation supports the functionality required for all three layers, but
the second and third implementations are incomplete.

The second system is a complete implementation of BRDBMS, but the conceptual and external
layers have not yet been implemented. BRDBMS is implemented in Parc Place Smalltalk and
consists of 50 classes (approximately 5000 lines of code). BRDBMS was developed within a
commercial object-oriented database (Servio’s Gemstone) which provides features for security,
recovery, and transaction management. Data may be stored either in Gemstone or in the Smalltalk
image. A data entry tool has also been built on top of it to support a high-volume laboratory at
Baylor College of Medicine.

The third system is implemented using Unix C-Shell scripts and stores data in Unix files. The
internal layer has been completed and most of the functionality of the conceptual and external lay-
ers has been implemented. This implementation is designed to provide less functionality than the
other system, but it does not require the resources of a large DBMS. It is a little slower and not as
powerful as the other implementations, but still provides some security features, transaction log-

Figure 4: A query tool displaying the query “What genes on human chromosome
7p11 are expressed in brain and have known mouse homologs?”
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ging, and recovery mechanisms. BRDBMS is implemented as a 350-line Unix C-Shell script, and
the other two levels have been developed using C-Shell scripts and logic programs. Databases in
excess of 1,000,000 binary relations can be created with no noticeable degradation in perfor-
mance. This implementation is currently the database behind a system to capture Human X chro-
mosome mapping data which is being used in the Baylor College of Medicine Genome Center.

5.4  Application to Multidatabase Systems

Because data is currently divided over multiple databases at several sites, a graph database sys-
tem must connect to other database systems. Robbins [15] discusses an approach which restricts
the operations of the databases to simplify the transfer of data. One approach to transferring data
between databases is to view a multidatabase system as a graph.

In a graph database system, the storage mechanisms is a graph, the database is a graph, and a
multi-database system is a graph. To support the ability to combine graphs across databases, each
graph object -- vertex, edge, label, graph -- has a unique identifier based on its storage location.
This unique identifier is sometimes called a “handle” in computer science or an “accession num-
ber” in genome databases. Our handles consist of four parts:

1. Site number -- the university or other institution.
2. Database number -- the database within the site.
3. Storage graph number -- the storage graph which contains the data.
4. Graph object number -- the id within the storage graph.
This approach is not limited to storage in a graph database nor does it require that the databases

have the same data model. The storage graph number may be ignored for an object database (or
refer to a segment or version) and for a relational database it can refer to a mapping associated
with each table that will map the object number to a specific key. Each site can be responsible for
connecting external users to the appropriate database and retrieving the appropriate data. The site
numbers can either be stored in a globally accessible table or derived from another source, such as
Internet ids.

6.  Discussion

Database systems have been undergoing development for over thirty years from a steady pro-
gression of new technologies from other areas of computer science. Representing genome data is
a difficult task, but database research has developed paradigms which are useful for the sequenc-
ing and mapping needs of the Human Genome Project. The network and hierarchical databases
were developed in the 1960s and prevalent in the 1970s. Relational database theory was devel-
oped in the late 1960s, implemented in working systems in the 1970s, and started to reach maturi-
ty in the 1980s [37]. Object-oriented databases are based on the ideas of the 1970s, developed in
the 1980s and are now robust enough for many real-world applications [38,39]. Graph-based data
models are based on frameworks set in place in the 1980s to model complex structures and to take
advantage of improvements in human-computer interaction using graphical workstations [40] and
are starting to be used in working systems.

First generation database systems provided data persistence and languages for manipulating the
data. They included the network and hierarchical databases. The network database stores data as
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binary, many-to-one relationships. The first generation data models may be considered to be phys-
ical data models.

Second generation database systems provide data independence and non-procedural data ma-
nipulation languages. A level of abstraction is added above the physical storage. Users manipulate
the data using this level of abstraction and are isolated from the intricacies of the specific storage
mechanism. Relational databases, most early object oriented-databases and many semantic data
models are included in second generation systems. Semantic data models originated from seman-
tic networks and are used in genetics as ER diagrams [30] and ACeDB [5]. Semantic data models
often have a graph-like structure built from functional arcs or a small set of type constructors.

Third generation database systems provide extensibility. They allow the creation of new data
types, constraints and rules on the data types, and high-level access languages. Another level of
abstraction is added to the second generation systems where the user may extend the database in
several ways using the functionality of the second-generation level of abstraction. For example,
the user must be able to use types other than just records or objects, such as arrays, sequence, sets,
and functions. These systems have been under development for several years and are beginning to
be commercially available.

There is a strong parallel between data model development and programming language devel-
opment. In first generation database systems, the manipulation of data is closely tied to how it was
stored, much like machine language programs are tied to the details of the processor. In second
generation database systems, a level of abstraction separates the user from the storage mecha-
nisms, much like assembly language programs add a level of abstraction between the programmer
and the processing chip. In third generation systems, the user can define new constructs at the pre-
vious level of abstraction and manipulate the data using a new, higher-level language, much like
commonly used programming languages such as C, Fortran, PL/1, COBOL, and Pascal allow the
user to extend processing via user-defined procedures, functions, and subroutines.

Graph database management systems combine functionality of relational and object-oriented
systems. Graphs provide more flexibility and extensibility than relational systems and more sup-
port for relationships than object-oriented systems. Since genome data is graph-like, a major ad-
vantage of a graph DBMS is the ability to store the data in a graph structure without any coercion
of the data.

Although the description of the data model and architecture are simplified in this paper, they do
demonstrate two of the results we have found by developing a practical application which is sup-
ported by a theoretical foundation. First, a layered database architecture seems to be the most ap-
propriate for developing data-intensive genome applications, though this may not be true in areas
with more complex transactions, such as computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM).
The second result is that a graph representation is appropriate for laboratory databases. Because
genome research is changing rapidly, the flexibility of a graph representation is useful.

Graph database management systems are a new technology. There are no commercially avail-
able systems which is a disadvantage in comparison to relational or object-oriented database sys-
tems. We believe that the advantages of graph databases for genome research outweigh the
uncertainty of being an unproven technology.

7.  Conclusion

We have investigated using graphs as the foundation for database systems by developing a
DBMS based on graphs. We have demonstrated that:
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1. Graph-based representations are useful for representing genome data.
2. A graph data model tailored to the requirements of genome data can be used as the basis of

a database management system.
3. A graph database management system is a viable technology for storing genome data.
We have found that graph-based technologies are useful in multiple aspects of database devel-

opment and plan to expand on the capabilities of graphs for developing genome databases.
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